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Readers,

This quality journal kicks off the second year of The Medical Student Press. Our team now includes over 80 medical students representing over 25 different medical schools. In our very first year, we have had over 60,000 visitors to our website and have extended our projects to include many different novel innovations in medical publishing. This collaborative and inquisitive community enhances medical student expression, research, and archive. Each editor and writer on The MSPress team is committed not only to their studies, but also to the progression of the field of medicine. Our core team members invest their time, creativity, and skills into the production of our varied publishing projects. The enthusiasm that our application season drew was incredibly exciting. I am confident in the future of The MSPress and eager to see how incoming editors will mold our publications.

Warm thanks are also due to all of our registered peer reviewers. Reviewers directly involved with the production of Vol 2, No 1 include:

Corinne Bunn  
Yu-Wei Chang  
Fatima Chaudhri  
Andy Chen  
Benjamin Cocanougher  
Matej Goricar  
Peter Joyce  
Ashton Lee  
Zhe Ma  
Elizabeth Nguyen

Lamie Nguyen  
Kathleen Van Niekerk  
Andreja Pagon  
Priya Patel  
Jimmy Pham  
Michelle Pitch  
Christopher Reed  
Danielle Rush  
Joshua Sheak  
Min Li Tey

This edition of The MSPress Journal features opinions about sexual consent, language certification for medical students, public health efforts towards reducing “drink driving”, and reflections upon the rich experiences of clinical care. Enjoy this addition to medical student expression and look out for our many upcoming publications this year.

Cheers,

Mica Esquenazi  
The Medical Student Press, Co-Founder & Editor-in-Chief